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Extreme Łupawa continuation
Trudność szlaku:

hard

Rzeka:

Łupawa

Start:

Łupawa

Zakończenie:

Łebień

Długość:

15 km

Czas spływu:
Ilość przenosek stałych:
Preferowany sprzęt:
Minimalna liczba uczestników:

6h
1
single, mountain single, double
8 person

Description
If one can describe a river as energetic, there won’t be a better opportunity for doing so. This section means you
will not be loafing, you will have to read the water, overcome fallen trees and maneuver on the numerous and
very strong rapids. If you want to feel the refreshing water on your cheeks and waves piercing through the side
of the kayak - you cannot miss this opportunity. Łupawa guarantees fun increasing the level of adrenaline
significantly. So if you focus on that, you may not even notice a few situations connected with carrying the
kayaks along the way ...
Łupawa is a river people come back to ... because when you complete the route for the first time apart from the
riverbed you cannot see anything ... you do not have time. Second, third, if any other following encounter with
this section expose you to all the attractions offered by the river. Suddenly these extreme sensations associated
with the trip are accompanied by incredible landscapes, primarily in forest sections and an incredible sense of
unity with nature. After all, where else can you pass so close to the young swans, which are still small enough to
fit in the nest easily?

River with alternative routes - whenever you visit it, you will notice new ways leading to your destination. But
beware - if you are to get lost on the river, it may happen here! Being "at a crossroads" is associated with the
wealth of wooded islands located in the riverbed, which intensifies the feeling of facing the wilderness - the
wilderness of the river, the wildness of the surrounding landscape and your wilderness, wilderness of a man who
enjoys the charms offered by Łupawa.

